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Telia Cable Ducts
One-time charges
Delivery charge of placement rights
Examination work for placement rights, not leading to an order
Placement rights, to pole
Placement rights, monthly charges
Street class 1 and 2 and paving
Other street classes
Cable duct under a street, bridges and last mile duct from the cave to the building
Special targets
Cable shelves and trays
Cable extension in a cable manhole or tunnel
Cable placement settled with a lump sump payment (for example 10-year
agreement)
Cable terminal

€
500,00
70,00
145,04
€ / m / mo.
0,30
0,20
0,40
According to offer
0,10
5,60
According to offer
17,00

Free capacity in spaces meant for placing cable ducts, conduits, and other cables is rented to
telecommunications companies for the placement of communications cables.
As a general rule, the rental duct and cable sites are for cables with a maximum diameter of 25 mm. Joining the
route has to be executed in a cable manhole or in a duct that ends in the ground. Availability of the rental duct is
examined on case-by-case basis.
The minimum length of the duct or tray rental is 20 meters.
A target-specific rental agreement will be concluded on the renting. The rental terms are specified in the rental
agreement.
Prices, VAT, term of payment and penal interest
The prices do not include VAT. The VAT applied is the VAT rate valid at any given time and it is added to the
prices. The prices given in service-specific price lists are valid until further notice. Telia Finland Oyj reserves the
right to change the prices. The term of payment is fourteen (14) days from the date of invoice. The penal
interest is the valid interest for late payment specified in section 4a, paragraph 1 of the Finnish Interest Act.
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